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Possibilities, Challenges and the 
Future of Remote Collaboration

``User-interface criticism is a genre to watch. It will probably be more influential and 
beneficial to the next century than film criticism was to the twentieth century. The 

twenty-first century will be filled with surprises, but one can safely count on it to bring 
more complexity to almost everything. Bearing the full brunt of that complexity, the 
great user-interface designers of the future will provide people with the means to 

understand and enrich their own humanity, and to stay human.'‘    Jaron Lanier, 1999



Remote Collaboration       or (Anti)-Social   
Networking?



G’day from the Newcastle AGR

ABSTRACT The mathematical community (appropriately 
defined) is facing a great challenge to re-evaluate the role of 
proof in light of the power of current computer systems, of 
modern mathematical computing packages and of the growing 
capacity to data-mine on the internet --- all predicated on 
ample, robust bandwidth and interoperability.

With great challenges come great opportunities. I intend to 
discuss the current challenges and opportunities for the 
collaborative learning and doing of mathematics.

“All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to 
discover them.” – Galileo Galilei



• re-mote adjective 

Etymology: M. E., from Latin remotus,
 

past participle of removēre
 to remove   Date: 15th century 

1: separated by an interval or space greater than usual 
an involucre remote

 
from the flower

2: far removed in space, time, or relation: divergent 
the remote

 
past, comments remote

 
from the truth

3: out-of-the-way, secluded a remote
 

cabin in the hills

4: acting, acted on, or controlled indirectly or from a distance 
remote

 
computer operation 

also: relating to the acquisition of information about a distant 
object (as by radar or photography) without coming into 
physical contact with it remote

 
sensing

5: not arising from a primary or proximate action

Webster (I)



• col·lab·o·rate, v.i.

Etymology:  Late Latin collaboratus,
 

past participle of 
collaborare

 
to labour together, from Latin com-

 
+ laborare

 to labour  Date: 1871 

1a: to work, one with another; cooperate, as on a literary 
work:   They collaborated on a novel

1b: to work jointly with others or together especially in an 
intellectual endeavour 

2: to cooperate with or willingly assist an enemy of one's 
country and especially an occupying force 

3: to cooperate with an agency or instrumentality with 
which one is not immediately connected

col·lab·o·ra·tion noun
 

col·lab·o·ra·tive adjective or noun

Webster (II)



Time is the Metric

Newcastle        5-7 hrs



Better Science is the Goal • ~ 65% of journal 
literature is 
digitized

• Search on math

• Math OCR

are coming (slowly)



There is little literature on math collaboration 

See also the 
References



The Talk (I)
I. Where We Are

Canada:   C2C, Compute Canada, IRMACS
Australia: AMSI AGR’s, shared courses, ANZIAM OCG,

$42bn 100Mb National Broadband Network (?)
Elsewhere:  UK, Chile, Skype-Google-PDF annotator etc 

See IMUonWeb (#29) 

II. Where We Want To Be
Ideally:  seamless, integrated, 24/7 

complexity vs. compatibility: spontaneity and preparation 
common CAS syntax (for DLMF), INTERGEO, cloud tools

Realistically: many organizational/cultural impediments
synchronicity: Today, Dal. PhD, IRMACS-Fields Workshop
enterprise IT models: Columbia interview, Melbourne charges

http://www.ceic.math.ca/News/IMUonWeb.shtml
http://i2geo.net/xwiki/bin/view/Main/


The Dream of Interoperability                   
... la plus ça change ...



The Talk (II)

III. Two Mathematical Examples
Digitally-assisted math: What’s that number?
A dynamic system: Visualization and proof 

IV. Conclusions and Questions
What do we value? 
What adds value? 
What can we afford? 

— in time, money and effort
— for which purposes?



III. What is Digital Assistance?
Use of Modern Mathematical Computer Packages

Symbolic, Numeric, Geometric, Graphical, …
Use of More Specialist Packages or General Purpose Languages

Fortran, C++, CPLEX, GAP, PARI, MAGMA, …
Use of Web Applications

Sloane’s Encyclopedia, Inverse Symbolic Calculator, Fractal Explorer, 
Euclid in Java, …

Use of Web Databases
Google, MathSciNet, ArXiv, JSTOR, Wikipedia, MathWorld, Planet Math, 
DLMF, MacTutor, Amazon, …

All entail data-mining [“exploratory experimentation” and “widening 
technology” as in pharmacology, astrophysics, biotech… (Franklin)]

Clearly the boundaries are blurred and getting blurrier

“Knowing things is very 20th century. You just need to be able to find things.” 
- Danny Hillis

- on how GoogleGoogle has already changed how we think in Achenblog, July 1 2008
- changing cognitive styles

http://blog.washingtonpost.com/achenblog/?hpid=opinionsbox1


Changing User Experience and Expectations

http://www.snre.umich.edu/eplab/demos/st0/stroop_program/stroopgraphicnonshockwave.gif

High multitaskers perform # 2 
very easily. They are great at 

suppressing information.

1. Say the color represented 
by the word.

2. Say the color represented 
by the font color.

What is attention? (Stroop test, 1935)

Acknowledgements: Cliff Nass, CHIME lab, Stanford   (interference and twitter?)

http://www.snre.umich.edu/eplab/demos/st0/stroop_program/stroopgraphicnonshockwave.gif


In I995 or so Andrew Granville emailed me the number 

and challenged me to identify it (our inverse calculator was new in 
those days).

I asked for its continued fraction? It was 

I reached for a good book on continued fractions and found the answer

where I0 and I1 are Bessel functions of the first kind. (Actually I knew 
that all arithmetic continued fractions arise in such fashion.)

Example 1. What’s that number? (1995 to 2008)

In 2008 there are at least two or three other strategies: 

• Given (1), type “arithmetic progression”, “continued fraction” into Google

• Type 1,4,3,3,1,2,7,4,2 into Sloane’s Encyclopaedia of Integer Sequences

I illustrate the results on the next two slides:



“arithmetic progression”, “continued fraction”

Continued Fraction Constant -- from Wolfram MathWorld
- 3 visits - 14/09/07Perron (1954-57) discusses continued fractions

 
having 

terms even more general than the arithmetic progression
 

and relates 
them to various special functions. ... 
mathworld.wolfram.com/ContinuedFractionConstant.html

 
-

 
31k 

HAKMEM -- CONTINUED FRACTIONS -- DRAFT, NOT YET PROOFED
The value of a continued fraction

 
with partial quotients increasing in 

arithmetic progression
 

is I (2/D) A/D [A+D, A+2D, A+3D, . ... 
www.inwap.com/pdp10/hbaker/hakmem/cf.html -

 
25k -

On simple continued fractions with partial quotients in arithmetic ...
0. This means that the sequence of partial quotients of the continued 
fractions

 
under. investigation consists of finitely many arithmetic 

progressions
 

(with ... 
www.springerlink.com/index/C0VXH713662G1815.pdf -

 
by P Bundschuh 

– 1998

Moreover the MathWorld entry includes

In Google on October 15 2008 the first three hits were

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&source=web&ct=res&cd=1&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmathworld.wolfram.com%2FContinuedFractionConstant.html&ei=pSf3SNfcJ6CmtQOdlqiYDA&usg=AFQjCNHdVHW3WHPEkPiQQKQwpvHD0nybxw&sig2=HEHFxJUgDIdIZ8QM4ZEjpw
http://www.inwap.com/pdp10/hbaker/hakmem/cf.html
http://www.springerlink.com/index/C0VXH713662G1815.pdf


Example 1: In the Integer Sequence Data Base

The Inverse Calculator 
returns 

Best guess: 
BesI(0,2)/BesI(1,2)

• We show the ISC on 
another number next

• Most functionality of 
ISC is built into “identify” 
in Maple

“The price of metaphor is eternal vigilance.” - Arturo Rosenblueth & Norbert Wiener 
quoted by R. C. Leowontin, Science

 
p.1264, Feb 16, 2001 [Human Genome Issue].

http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/


Input of 

• ISC+ runs on Glooscap

• Less lookup & more 
algorithms than 1995

The ISC in Action

http://ddrive.cs.dal.ca/~isc

http://ddrive.cs.dal.ca/~isc


Projectors and Reflectors: PA (x) is the metric projection or 
nearest point and RA (x) reflects in the tangent: x is red

x

PA (x)

RA (x)
A

Example 2: Phase Reconstruction Models

Solving Sudoku

Finding exoplanet 
Fomalhaut in Piscis

A



Inverse Problems as 
Feasibility Problems

A
x

B

OCANA@UBC-O



Example 2: Phase Reconstruction

Consider the simplest case of a line A of height α
 

and  the unit circle B.    
With                              the reflection algorithm becomes

In a wide variety of problems (protein folding, 3SAT, Sudoku) B is non- 
convex but “divide and concur” works better than theory can explain. It is:

For α=0 convergence to one of the two points in A Å
 

B iff start off vertical axis 
(CHAOS on y-axis). For α>1 (infeasible) iterates go vertically to infinity.           
For α=1 (tangent) iterates converge to point above tangent. For α

 
∈

 
(0,1)  the 

images are lovely but proofs escape us. Maple and Cinderella pictures follow:

An ideal problem 
to introduce early 

under-graduates to 
research, with 

many accessible 
extensions in 2 or 

3 dimensions 

http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/reflection.html


Interactive Phase Recovery in Cinderella
Consider the simplest case of a line A of height α

 
and  the unit circle B.    

With                              the iteration becomes

For α
 

∈

 
(0,1) the pictures are lovely but proofs escape me.  A Cinderella

 picture of two steps from (4.2,-0.51) follows:

http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/reflection.html


The Grief is in the GUI

Numerical errors

http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/expansion.html


A Sad Story (UK)
1. Teaching Maths In 1970  A logger sells a lorry load of timber 

for £1000. His cost of production is 4/5 of the selling price.  
What is his profit?

2. Teaching Maths In 1980  A logger sells a lorry load of timber 
for £1000. His cost of production is 4/5 of the selling price, or 
£800. What is his profit?

3. Teaching Maths In 1990 A logger sells a lorry load of timber 
for £1000. His cost of production is £800. Did he make a 
profit?

4. Teaching Maths In 2000 A logger sells a lorry load of timber 
for £1000. His cost of production is £800 and his profit is £200. 
Underline the number 200.

5. Teaching Maths In 2008 A logger cuts down a beautiful 
forest because he is a totally selfish and inconsiderate bastard 
and cares nothing for the habitat of animals or the 
preservation of our woodlands. He does this so he can make 
a profit of £200. What do you think of this way of making a 
living?
Topic for class participation after answering the question: How did the birds and squirrels 
feel as the logger cut down their homes? (There are no wrong answers. If you are upset 
about the plight of the animals in question counselling will be available.)



IV. Conclusions

"The plural of 'anecdote' is not 'evidence'."
- Alan L. Leshner, Science's publisher

We like students of 2010 live in an information-rich, judgement-poor world 
The explosion of information is not going to diminish

nor is the desire (need?) to collaborate remotely
So we have to learn and teach judgement (not obsession with plagiarism)

that means mastering the sorts of tools I have illustrated
We also have to acknowledge that most of our classes will contain a very 
broad variety of skills and interests (few future mathematicians) 

properly balanced, discovery and proof can live side-by-side and 
allow for the ordinary and the talented to flourish in their own fashion

Impediments to the assimilation of the tools I have illustrated are myriad
as I am only too aware from recent experiences

These impediments include our own inertia and
organizational and technical bottlenecks (IT - not so much dollars)
under-prepared or mis-prepared colleagues
the dearth of good modern syllabus material and research tools
the lack of a compelling business model  (societal goods)



Talks on C2C Seminar, Digitally-assisted Mathematics (Part I, Part II), 
What’s New, and Interdisciplinarity.

2008 AKP Peters books

References

http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/C2C-lisbon.ppt
http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/anu1.pdf
http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/anu2.pdf
http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/interdisciplinarity.pdf
http://users.cs.dal.ca/~jborwein/interdisciplinarity.pdf
http://www.akpeters.com/product.asp?ProdCode=3431
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